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ABSTRACT

Dramatic growth in Internet connectivity poses a challenge

for the resource-constrained data collection e�orts that sup-

port scienti�c and operational analysis of interdomain rout-

ing. Inspired by tradeo�s made in other disciplines, we ex-

plore a fundamental reconceptualization to how we design

public BGP data collection architectures: an overshoot-and-

discard approach that can accommodate an order of magni-

tude increase in vantage points by discarding redundant data

shortly after its collection. As de�ning redundant depends

on the context, we design algorithms that �lter redundant

updates without optimizing for one objective, and evaluate

our approach in terms of detecting two noteworthy phenom-

ena using BGP data: AS-topology mapping and hijacks. Our

approach can generalize to other types of Internet data (e.g.,

traceroute, tra�c). We o�er this study as a �rst step to a

potentially new area of Internet measurement research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The BGP routing data published by two global projects over

the last two decades—RIS [14] and RouteViews [13]—fuels

an entire �eld of Internet infrastructure research, as well as

many systems that measure and monitor Internet routing.

Each project operates BGP collectors that peer with oper-

ational Internet routers around the world and collect their

routes. As this data has become increasingly critical, RIS and

RouteViews have made e�orts to (i) deploy more Vantage

Points (VPs), i.e., peer with more routers that export their

routes to the collection service (see Fig. 1a, top), and (ii) pro-

vide all the collected routing data to users, via either real

time provisioning systems or archived �les on disk.

Three realities in today’s landscape merit re-evaluating

how we think about Internet routing data collection. First,

RIS and RouteViews, operated by nonpro�t organizations,

are constrained by funding and resources which limits their

ability to expand their peering footprint and thus their visibil-

ity of Internet routes. Each project peers with a few hundred

ASes—a small fraction of the ASes [5] (Fig. 1a, bottom)—yet

they already struggle with the volume of data they collect [1].

These annual storage requirements of these two projects col-

lectively grew from 33TB in 2020 to 78TB in 2023.

Second, the deployment of newVPs ampli�es the data stor-

age requirements caused by the growth of the Internet itself:

the number of unique IP pre�xes (e.g., due to de-aggregation

or new assignments) constantly grows [5], as well as the

number of unique ASes and links between them. Thus, even

with a constant number of VPs, the volume of routing data

inevitably increases, contributing to a quadratic increase of

observed updates over time (Fig. 1b).

Third, persistent challenges with deploying routing secu-

rity protections (e.g., against route leaks and hijacks), and

growing concerns from governments about slow progress

in this area [18], has highlighted the importance of these

collector projects as primary source for detecting both acci-

dental and malicious transgressions in the routing system.

However, given the information-hiding character of BGP,

the current collection strategies do not provide comprehen-

sive visibility of the global routing system. Researchers have

recently demonstrated how strategically-scoped attacks can

evade visibility of current collection systems [12].

We explore data collection methods to accommodate a

radical increase, e.g., by an order of magnitude, in the number

of VPs feeding public collection systems. While signi�cant

investment in data collection could accommodate gathering,

retention, and sharing orders of magnitude more routing

data, current constraints require a more strategic approach
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fraction of redundant updates discarded, the more accurately

we can reconstitute the original dataset. Further, for a �xed

proportion of discarded redundant updates, the reconstitution

accuracy varies slightly, which demonstrates that discarding

redundant updates is key to minimzing information loss.

4 GILLNET

We present GillNet, a system that takes as input a set of VPs

and some historical BGP data and builds �lters that can be

con�gured on BGP collectors (e.g., using route-maps) so that

data providers can process and store only the less redundant

updates. The best-case algorithm used in §3 to �nd which

updates to discard is not applicable inGillNet for two reasons.

First, GillNet operates in real-time, without ground truth.

Second, while �lters could match on any BGP attribute (e.g.,

pre�x, AS path or community), we restrict GillNet to �lter

updates based on their pre�x only to reduce the search space

and facilitate the evolution of �lters over time (see §6).

GillNet’s algorithm to build �lters. GillNet relies on

correlation graphs that it builds for all pre�xes using 24

hours of data. GillNet inspects the correlation graphs and

�nds updates that have little or no correlation with other

updates. These updates are in nodes that have a low sum

of incoming edge weights (#2 or #5 in Fig. 3). Intuitively,

these updates carry routing information that is hard—or

even impossible—to reconstitute from other updates. GillNet

prioritizes accepting these updates over the more predictable

and redundant ones, which aligns with our �ndings in §3.

More formally, consider the correlation graph G(?) for

pre�x ? . We denote F (G(?), # , # ′) the weight (i.e., corre-

lation ratio) of the link from # to # ′ in G(?). We denote

% (G(?), # ) the set of # ’s predecessors. We de�ne the global

correlation score S(G(?), # ) of node # in G(?) as:

S(G(?), # ) =
∑% (G(? ),# )

= F (G(?), # , =)

GillNet picks nodes with a low global correlation score and

prioritizes their updates, as they are harder to predict from

the other updates. Then, GillNet builds the �lters to apply

on the con�gured BGP sessions between collectors and VPs.

However, GillNet can either �lter all the updates for a given

pre�x and VP, or none of them. In Fig. 3,GillNet cannot build

�lters to accept updates in #5 and discard the ones in #2 as

they are collected by the same VP ( VP3 ). Thus, for every

pre�x, GillNet sorts the VPs based on their average global

correlation score S, which we de�ne for VP E and pre�x ? as:

S(?, E) =
∑=>34B (G(? ),E)

= S(G(? ),=)

|=>34B (G(? ),E) |

with =>34B (G(?), E) the set of nodes in G(?) that include

updates observed by VP E . In Fig. 3, the average global corre-

lation score for VP2 and VP3 are computed as:

S(?, VP2 ) =
S(G(? ),#1 )+S(G(? ),#3 )

2 =
2+1
2

S(?, VP3 ) =
S(G(? ),#2 )+S(G(? ),#3 )+S(G(? ),#4 )

3 =
0.5+0.5+1

3

Finally,GillNet generates �lters to accept updates for a pre�x

from the : VPs with the lowest average global correlation

score for that pre�x, and to discard updates from others, with

: depending on the number of updates to discard.

GillNet’s data reconstitution power. We evaluate the

data reconstitution power of GillNet using our reconstitu-

tion algorithm described in §3. We now aim to reduce false

positives to makeGillNet practical. Given an update in U and

its corresponding node # in the correlation graph, GillNet’s

reconstitution algorithm visits node # ′ (a neighbor of # )

and reconstitutes its corresponding update with a probability

? , where ? is the weight of the edge connecting # and # ′.

We run this algorithm on 20 ten-minute periods that do not

overlap with the 24-hour period used to build the correlation

graph and with reduction factors ranging from one to eight.

GillNet only returns a slightly lower TPR than the best-

case algorithm (Fig. 4a): it can reconstitute 94.5% of the orig-

inal dataset (median) with a reduction factor of �ve. GillNet

inevitably constructs updates that are not present in the orig-

inal dataset V . This is the case for 56% of the constructed

updates (in the median case and with reduction factor of

�ve), which is low compared to the number of nonexistent

updates that could be reconstructed (true negatives).

5 ESTIMATED GAINS AND LOSSES

We use GillNet to estimate how an overshoot-and-discard

strategy enables extensive data analysis without requiring

BGP data providers to process and archive more data. We

estimate the gains and losses induced by discarding data,

and show that the tradeo� is largely in favor of GillNet’s

overshoot-and-discard strategy.

Methodology. It is impossible to run GillNet on an imagi-

nary Internet where every AS deploys one VP and evaluate

its impact on every possible objective. We thus estimate the

impact of GillNet when run on a set of 500 existing RIS and

RouteViews VPs, and focus on the following two popular

and orthogonal (in scope) objectives.

Hijack detection: The goal is to detect origin hijacks, by de-

tecting whether the origin AS in a BGP route is authorized

to announce the pre�x.

AS topology mapping: Our goal is to discover as many AS

links as possible. We parse the AS path observed in every

BGP update, discard the AS paths including a private AS

number, and take the remaining AS links.

We compare the e�ciency of sets of BGP updates to achieve

the two objectives when collected using two data collection

schemes: one that we name NoFilter (i.e., collecting all up-

dates as RIS and RouteViews do today) and one usingGillNet.

RIS and RouteViews compress the BGP data, stored in MRT

format [3], using either gzip or bzip2. We ensure that the

comparison is fair and consistent with the route collector

storage strategies by considering datasets of identical size,

after transforming the updates into MRT format and com-

pressing the MRT �les using bzip2.

The gains. Fig. 5 shows the number of hijacks (left) and AS

links (right) revealed from the data collected with GillNet

and with NoFilter. We tested GillNet with reduction factors
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